The development of infrastructure, energy and tourism in recent years in Albania has brought the necessity of geotechnical studies to a higher technical level. Most of these buildings (hydropower, motorway, pipeline) are built in mountainous areas with complicated geological conditions. The most complicated obstacles seem to be huge landslides, especially for those situated on flysch deposits. Most of the huge landslides were innate and active by the end of Pleistocene; however, some of them, especially those in flysch areas, are activated due to recent changes of climate and intensive man activities. Examples of re-activation of old landslides are encountered on Qukes-Qafe Plloçe road, on Devoll river valley which are being built several hydropower and on Poliçan-Potom area where a gas line is built. These landslides are under design investigations using field and laboratory methods like drilling, inclinometers and piezometers measurement, geophysical probing, rock and soil testing. All slopes with flysch rocks in Albania have low stability because of the presence of active landslides. In any case they should be studied using advanced geotechnical methods and monitored for long time in order to take the right protective measures.
Introduction


The valleys (of Devolli & Osumi) mentioned in this paper are located in the central part of Albania. They cross the counrty from east to west.
Due to the numerous, important, engineering projects, such as: roads, hydro-electrical power stations and an international gas pipeline, various detailed geological and geotechnical studies, have been undertaken, for these regions.
The region of Devolli & Osumi valley, is composed of flysch rock, from the top, down to the bottom of the valleys. The flysch rock mass is characterized by lithological heterogeneity, due to the frequent vertical and lateral alternation of the different lithological sequences.
These valleys have developed from the ever-changing physical & geological, phenomena.
The hydropower stations, roads, pipelines that are built as well as any future project that will be built in this region, are threatened by different landslides that are present, active or about to become active. This paper will describe and discuss case studies of landslide occurrences, the geotechnical properties of the materials of which the slope are composed of, as well as the analyses and the remedial works undertaken and necessary to stop the sliding.
Geotechnical Properties of the Landslides in Devolli River & Osumi River Valley
In order to determine the geological setting, the landslide dimensions and the position of the slip surface, geotechnical investigation and works were performed [1] [2] [3] [4] 
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